
 
 
 
 
 

4-star superior la pura – women’s health resort kamptal  

 
The la pura resort in the Kamptal valley near Vienna, Europe's only health and wellness resort 

exclusively for women, provides a haven for women seeking wellness / Notes about the interior 

design  

  

Simply feeling good: how women want to arrange their 

living space  
 
Most women appreciate cosy spaces with pillows and blankets on the couch while men prefer cool 

corners and edges. The trend lines go like this: Women want to live differently, in a more comfortable 

space. It's a perfect reason why the la pura women’s health resort kamptal not only custom-tailors 

its offerings with gender medicine and female-specific needs in general, but also in regard to interior 

design. It quickly became clear that women have other needs when it comes to their demands, and 

a wellness atmosphere with warm colours is created. The la pura resort was designed by the 

architectural firm of Holzbauer & Partner, and the interior design was handled by Vienna's Isabelle 

Farrokhnia, who studied Interior Design in London and currently focuses on "Interior Moments". 

Spaces are made to come alive through an interplay of colour, lighting and interior decorating imbued 

with a love of detail.  

  
The special challenge in the extensive renovation in 2011 was to preserve the façade of the protected 

historic building of 1914 in the middle of the town of Gars am Kamp while offering guests comfort in 

the interior spaces. The most important moment of any stay at la pura is of course the arrival itself: 

Women, often exposed to multiple stresses when it comes to their job and family go straight from 

that hectic daily routine to the la pura resort. They want to feel like they are being taken care of 

instead of badgered. This is how the new Winter Garden was created between the two original 

buildings. During the summer, its entire front façade offers an inviting portal to incoming guests, 

allowing them easy access to the reception area. And it it's all so different: The discussion pavilions 

allow for discrete consultations regarding any planned changes regarding health and wellness – and 

of course preliminary consultations regarding allergies and intolerances with the nutrition consultants 

are also possible.  

A warm, comforting red tone continues all the way to the velvet furniture of the Boccaccio Room 

and its stylish bar. The Boccaccio Room connects directly to the Winter Garden and offers a 

resplendent reminder of the elegant era of Vienna's Jugendstil. Soft creme and beige tones visually 

enhance the curved contours of the protected historic hotel hall while modern light columns 

emphasise the highlights. Above it all are two glorious Italian chandeliers consisting of numerous 

glass flowers emitting glamorous sparkles. 

The true eye-catcher, however, is the wall, which recounts the history of the surrounding Waldviertel 

region, its legends, its mystical sources of energy as well as its unique traditional crafts. Austria 

originally featured over 90 mother-of-pearl turneries. Now only one remains... in the nearby town of 

Felling. This is the source of the many one-of-a-kind buttons sewed to the wall panels in the 

Boccaccio Room. All hand-made, of course. Even thread buttons from the only remaining thread 

button factory in the Waldviertel region were used as a decorative reminder in its interior -design. The 



 
 
 
back rests of the chairs in the bar and dining room are even reminiscent – in a very feminine way – 

of the row of buttons on a dress, while the the Jugendstil chairs in the dining room have captured 

the passion of many of our female guests: they even sport shoes made of polished brass! By the 

way, fancy purses and handbags don't need to be placed on the floor or draped across the back of 

one's chair. Instead, they'll get a seat of their own on a "purse stool".  

The interior design of la pura is marked not just by a feminine selection of soft materials, pleasing 

colour combinations and flattering lighting designs, but also an interesting combination of modern 

and antique furniture. Carefully restored in many stages, they all recount their own story – as do the 

resort's visitors. There are so many details to discover at la pura: The corridors are decorated with 

hand-made paper with inwrought grasses and flowers from a paper mill in the Waldviertel region. In 

the treatment area, there are photographs of domestic Waldviertel plants.  

And not just that, but the different expansions in the 100-year history of the original "Kamptalhof" 

have resulted in different room types at la pura. Originally there were 105 rooms, but these have 

been reduced to 83 rooms, and some of those have been enhanced with bay windows or balconies 

– and they have all been equipped with high-quality hardwood floors, raised beds for optimal sleeping 

comfort and natural materials. Warm, summery colours generate a cheerful atmosphere.   

Incidentally, because women in the wellness area will not always want to be quiet and instead 

engage in some lively conversation, la pura features areas with and without conversation - and a 

stylish, sophisticated sauna area with glittering mosaic stones in subtle brown and gold hues.  

 

Information: 4-star superior la pura - women’s health resort kamptal, Hauptplatz 58,  
A-3571 Gars am Kamp, Tel: +43 2985 2666-0, www.lapura.at     
This press release is available at our website https://www.lapura.at/presse/ 
There is also the possibility to download pictures.                            

 
About VAMED Vitality World 
 

VAMED, the international health care group, has been actively involved in the thermal spa and wellness sectors since 1995. 
Using the umbrella brand VAMED Vitality World, founded in 2006, VAMED is currently operating ten of the most popular 
thermal spa and health resorts, AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld, Therme Geinberg Spa Resort, Therme Laa – 
Hotel & Silent Spa, St. Martins Spa & Lodge, Therme Wien, Health Spa Sauerbrunn, Tauern SPA Zell am See Kaprun, la 
pura women’s health resort kamptal and the Spa Resort Styria in Austria and Aquaworld Resort Budapest, one of the largest 
health resorts in Hungary. VAMED’s Vitality World thermal spas attract more than 3.2 mio guests a year, making VAMED 
Austria's leading operator of thermal spa and health resorts. 
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